
Talkshow boy & friends
The Ice Police rmxz cls001r

Talkshow Boy’s single ‘Ice Police’, remixed in nine thoroughly different ways by the fi nest not-very-fa-
mous bedroom pop maestros from around the world.

1. POMPEY’S I AM AN OVERZEALOUS PRIVATE EYE RMX
2. SCHIZOID’S ICE CREAM HEADACHE RMX
3. GLTCH BTCH’S LOVE MIX
4. PROBOSCIS LOUNGE’S MIX
5. BLACKBAUBLE’S A LITTLE FRIGID MIX
6. SIENMILKI’S 8 BIT REMIX
7. VINYLVANDAL’S MIX
8. WAFFLES’ GLACIAL SKIDDER MIX
9. GOOSEDAEMON’S MIX

Adrian K-Sahara’s original track was in parts a party jam, tender pop song, dissonant hip-hop chant 
and charlston inciter, propulsed by whimsical and sometimes contradictory lyrics. We asked on the 
pocketclock website for any interested parties to have a go at remixing the track, emphasizing our 
fondness for the most anthetical of re-interpretations. The submissions were by and large wonderfully 
odd, every one concocted in the bedrooms of impish young upstarts. Every remix chosen for the fi nal 
compilation shows a idiosyncratic and confi dent attack on the original track, be it Proboscis Lounge’s 
burroughs-cotton-mouth-cut-up by way of cute-spastic-glitch, Waffl es’ psychedelic spinning/slipping 
pop, Schizoid’s unrelenting gabba violence, or Vinylvandals’ free-noise storm (we are still not sure 
whether he was taking the piss!). Elsewhere Blackbauble’s no-fi  girl-boy duet steams, Sienmilki’s 
stilted robot pop games, and Pompey’s chamber-drawling hides in the cupboard. Goosedaemon’s 
dubby droning (with beats created from the sound of Adrian’s voice) fi nishes proceedings by catching 
it’s own breath. We had no idea the track was so rubbery in the fi rst place, and the fi nal compilation 
both excavates and blocks the original intent of the song (available in CDsingle form as cat# cls001). 

This is a record less for those who love pressing ‘repeat’, but rather ‘random’, on their ipods or disc-
men.

The compilation is for free download in mp3 format on the pocketclock website and as a promotional 
cd-r only.

http://www.pocketclock.org/iprmx.php


